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Accretion is an efficient course for energy release in astrophysical systems. Since
MHD simulation is now entering into a booming times, more and more attention will
be paid by theorists on the next generation of accretion disk theory, which is expected
to be capable of incorporating dynamo evolution, magnetic field saturation, and
angular momentum transfer etc. self-consistently. However, before such a prospect
comes achievable, we still need to modify the current theories in order to meet the
demand of newest observations.
In this thesis, we mainly focus on the stability of thin accretion disks combined
with large scale toroidal magnetic fields. By both local stability analysis of the steady
state equations and finding the dispersion relation of perturbations through
time-dependent differential equations, we show that the inclusion of magnetic fields
contributes to stabilize the disk. This result may help to shorten the gap between the
standard model and the observational facts that some stable X-ray sources radiate at a
luminosity much higher than the critical value. The organization of this thesis is as
follows.
In Chapter 1, we provide some material about the black hole and accretion disks,
such as the basic concepts, classical disk models and observational applications. We
also present a brief introduction to the research history of stability analysis in this
part.
In Chapter 2, the thermal stability of our magnetized thin disk model is discussed.
By assuming a negative response of toroidal magnetic fields to the perturbation of
scale height, we find that the disk becomes stabler when increasing the ratio of
magnetic pressure to total pressure. The enhancement of thermal stability can be
adjusted by tuning the γ parameter in our assumption, which describes the sensitivity
of field strength to the relative change of scale height. The result of our calculation
shows that when γ is between 1 and 3, a moderate fraction (~20%) of the total















thermal perturbation. While if the magnetic strength is not so strong, the stability is
also improved as the critical accretion rate, or say the critical luminosity, could be one
order of magnitude higher than in the standard case when certain disk parameters are
selected. We also compare our result with some shearing box MHD simulations. For
most of the cases, our disk model with γ<~3 is sufficient to provide the stability
shown in the simulation. However, for some extreme radiation-dominated cases, we
need γ to be as large as 7 to make the disk stable.
Chapter 3 is mainly about the viscous stability of our disk model. We first
perform a similar perturbation analysis as demonstrated in textbooks. We find that
when the magnetic field is taken into account, there might be no determinative
conclusion that a disk is viscously stable or not, because the evolution of magnetic
field during perturbation is not totally determined by the current macroscopic disk
parameters. However, if we put some semi-analytical constraint on the behavior of
magnetic field with other disk parameters, then we can reach some describable results
while leaving all the uncertainties into specific parameters, such as the γ introduced in
last chapter. In detail, we adopt two assumptions about the perturbed manner of
magnetic field, which are dominated on thermal timescale and viscous timescale
respectively. A simple bridging formula is devised to joint them into one general form,
and based on this formula, we manage to obtain the dispersion relation for
perturbations. Comparison between the results for different parameters is presented,
and the influence of magnetic fields on perturbing modes is also discussed.
The last chapter is more of a mathematical attempt than a physical one to extend
the ability of the framework of standard disk. We try to use an ad-hoc viscosity
prescription to fit the observed light curves of GRS 1915＋ 105. By local thermal
stability analysis and checking the steady solutions, we find that this new viscosity
law can help avoid some defects of the α prescription when interpreting observations.
However, more strict examinations, such as studying the time-dependent behavior of
the disk, are required to decide whether this viscosity law is practical or not.
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，其中 ， J是旋转角动量。 时，
克尔半径还原到史瓦西半径。
直到 1968 年，美国科学家惠勒（J. A. Wheeler）在一次公开讲座“我们的
宇宙，已知和未知”（Our Universe: the Known and Unknown）中才首次将“黑
洞”（Black Hole）这个词用作此类奇异天体的名称。
1.2 黑洞的分类及奇异性质
黑洞形成之前，物质原本携带的信息中除了质量 、角动量 和电荷 之外，
其它的都将在形成黑洞之后被屏蔽在视界之内无法传递出来。这就是著名的“无
毛定理”[4]。根据 、 这两个量的不同，可以将黑洞分为以下几类： ：































































































































































（Cyg X-1）是史上被确认的第一个黑洞双星，于上世纪 70 年代被发现。最新的
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